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Really, the residential projects in Gurgaon have contributed a lot to the growth and development in
the real estate sector here. In this changing time, peopleâ€™s choice and demands are also constantly
altering. Being the center of attraction for people, Gurgaon is counted among the cities that is
making dreams true of people. Many home seekers in Gurgaon dreams of a home that reflects their
culture, tradition and self-esteem. Following the new trendy lifestyle, the famed 3C builders have
launched a brand new residential project Greenopolis at sector 89 of Gurgaon.

One city with varied cultures and traditions, people are looking out for modern smart homes with
trendy looks that matches 21st centuryâ€™s lifestyle. And so the 3Câ€™s New Project Greenopolis has
been up to the mark by delivering a mix of 2/3/4 BHK apartments with all kinds of luxuries and
facilities ensuring style plus comfort lifestyle.

Spread over 48 acres of land area, this smart homes is a world where you need not compromise on
quality nor on the deluxe standard of living. 3C Residential Project Greenopolis Gurgaon comes with
well planned structures and awesome interiors.  Focusing on the greener eco friendly surrounds
with open landscapes and majestic views of greeneries all around, this project is not less than a
masterpiece confirming to the vigorous cum affluent living.

Considering the security and constant maintenance, hi-tech safety systems with regular check for
the cleaner and greener environment is done. The connectivity is not an issue as Apartments in
Sector 89 Gurgaon is in close proximity from places like the recreational facilities, schools,
hospitals, malls etc. With an international standard clubhouse of 20000sq.mtr, you can always feel
refreshed throughout the day with various delights, leisure activities and sporting zones along with
the kids play area.

Strategically located at sector 89 on the 75 meter wide road, 3C Greenopolis Apartments Gurgaon
is adjacent to sector 88 commercial zone with a closer proximity to the momentous places like the
ISBT, Pataudi Road, IMT Manesar, Dwarka Expressway, proposed metro station. This excellent
location has an effortless approach to the civic amenities of the city.

3C Greenopolis Gurgaon is an ideal model for extravagance homes that allows a freedom of living.
People who are new to the field of investing can take a step ahead towards this residential project
as these classy homes assure higher returns in future. Itâ€™s obvious that there is no reason that you
can say to ignore this awesome housing project. To know more about 3C New Upcoming Project
please dial: - +91 9811 999 666.
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Gurgaon Contact for Booking: +91 9811 999 666, +91 11 4950 0000.
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